
Accu-Cut Diamond Tool. Co., Inc. - Booth 728. Company
staff will be on hand at Accu-Cut's booth to discuss the new fin-
ish requirements and bearing ratios for super-finishing the I.D.s of
gears. On display will be the new Accubore Model VXG2
machine for finishing precision bores in a two-tool pass operation.
Other diamond bore sizing tools for a variety of gear applications
will a1so be on display.

AmariUo Gear Co. - Booth 523. Amarillo Gear Company
will exhibit a variety of spiral bevel gears from its large range of
parts. Catalogs of the company's product line of spiral bevel
gears, right angle pump dri ves and right angle cooling tower fan
drives will also be available in the booth.

American Gear Manufacturers Association - Booth 400.
AGMA. the sponsor of Gear Expo 97, is an association of compa-
nies, consultants and academicians with direct interest in the
design, manufacture and application of gears and flexible cou-
plings. AGMA is member-driven and conducts programs for and
provides services to the gear industry and its customers. AGMA's
380 members include gear manufacturers and suppliers to the
industry from around the world. AGMA is accredited by ANSI to
write all U.S. standards on gearing and is also the ISO Secretariat
for TC 60, the committee that develops all international gearing
standards.

American Metal Treating Co. - Booth 518. American Metal
Treating Company will feature samples of gear induction harden-
ing patterns at Gear Expo 97. The company's induction hardening
experts will be at their booth to demonstrate their techniques.
They will also be available to answer questions regarding your
distortion and tooth wear problems and to discuss your heat treat-
ing requirements.

American Pfauter, L.P. - Booth 100. American Pfauter is a
manufacturing unit of the Pfauter Group, the leading manufac-
turer of standard and custom machines and tools for rough and
finish machining of gears. APL offers a comprehensive gear cul-
ling machine program for gear hobbing, shaping, milling and
grinding applications for cylindrical gears. APL will showcase
its new, compact P200G CNC grinding machine at its booth.
The P200G offers all the benefits of Pfauter's larger machines at
an affordable price.

American Wera - Booth 348. America:n Wera. Inc., now rep-
resenting Prawema, a German gear honing machinery producer,
will feature these machines at its booth. Prawema Synchro-Flne
high performance gear honing machines feature electronically
synchronized technology. Another Prawema machine line, the
hypocycloidal Synchra-Form, performs a step-lock milling
process for sliding sleeves (back-angled shifter locks) that saves
time and expense compared to the traditional method, which
includes turning, broaching and other steps made unnecessary by
the Syuchro-Fon«.

ATA Gears Ltd. - 800th 509'. ATA Gears has over 60 years'
experience in the production of spira1 bevel gears and custom-
designed gear units. The company makes lapped, hard cut or
3Z OE",R TECHNOLOGY

ground spiral bevel gears to AGMA quality number 14 and up to
47" and custom-made r:ight angle gears 10 5000 hp. Company
experts will be on hand to discuss your gearing needs.

AfW Systems Company -Booth 121. AfW Systems has a
full line of spiral gear rough and finish cutlers and bodies. The
company win be displaying a complete array of gear cutting t.0018:
stick blades and bodies, straight bevel blades, rack cuuers, dia-
mond dressing tools, spiral gear cutting blades. keyseat cutters,
hard turning (CBN) tools and bore and height gages. All products
are manufactured in the U.S.

Bant International Corporation - Booth 155. Barit is a sup-
plier of spur and helical gear tooling. Its manufacturing and off-
the-shelf inventory includes: gear and worm gear hobs; parallel
and involute spline hobs; disc, deep C-boreand shank type shaper
cutters; keyway, round spline, hexagon, square surface and spe-
cial form broaches and shaving rolls, Hobs and shaper cutlers are
available in II 1 DP and finer range. They are all precision ground,
made to AGMA standards, TiN coated and available for immedi-
ate delivery. Staff will be on hand a! the Barit booth to discuss
your tooling needs.

Basic Incorporated Group - Booth 160. Basic is an importer
and distributor of machine tools manufactured in the Far East.
The company offers 50 models of gear hobbers, shapers, honers,
shavers, grinders, gear cutter grinders, bevel gear generators .. rack
shapers, worm millers, gear testers and more. Manual, automatic
and CNC gear machines are available. Machines are stocked in
Los Angeles for prompt delivery, and service technicians are
quartered in both Chicago and Los Angeles. Basic bills itself as
one of the few sources available for new "manual" gear machines.

Bourn & Koch Machine Tool Co. - Booth 361. Bourn &
Koch will be exhibiting its newest standard model bobbing
machine, the lOOHCNC. The bobber is a 4-axis CNC machine
capable of cutting 10 NDP, AGMA Class 10 up to 5.0" in diame-
ter. The looH has a small footprint and incorporates the latest
techno] ogies.

Coloniall Saw - Booth 738. Colonial Saw will exhibit a new
NC hob grinder for straight and helical gashes, high-speed steel
and carbide. The UTMA model LC35-NC3 is a 3-axis NC 1001

grinder that can, sharpen end mills, milling cutters and shaper cUI.-
ters as well as hobs, The company says the LC35-NC3 combines
accuracy, ease of setup and flexi bility at an affordable price,

Colonial Tool Group Inc, - Booth 642. Colonial Tool will be
showing a wide variety of precision high speed spindles for many
machining applications and a selection of broach tools, broaching
systems and spline roLling racks. Colonial will customize tools 10
match customers' applications. Technologists will be on hand to
discuss Colonial services, including turnkey machine setups and
in-house design, manufacturing and heat treating for individual
customer applications.

Commeli,cial Steel Treating Corporation - Booth 535. Staff
will be on hand to discuss a wide range of heal treating ervices,
including carbonitrrding, carburizing, gas nitriding and! salt bath



nitriding. According to the company, salt bath nitriding (ferritic
nitrocarbu.rizing) in particular, extends [he wear, corrosion and
fatigue properties with minimal distortion.

Crown Gear B.V. - Boofb 442.. Visitors to Crown Gear's
booth will be introduced 10 the revolutionary CyLkro® gear tech-
nology used for the development of the Cylkro angular transrnis-
sion and the Cylkro tooth coupling. Technical features of the
Cylkro angular transmission. a cylindrical pinion with an invo-
lute profile mating with a Cylkro face gear, arc axial freedom of
the pinion, freedom of choice (0°_110°) of the shaft angle, and
the options of either straight or helical teeth with or without axis
offset and the possibility of meshing multiple pinions with one
or more Cylkro gears.

Diamone)! - Bootb 427. A unit of Monsanto's Advanced
Performance Materials Group. Diamonex is ihe largest commercial
manufacturer/developer of products and vacuum technologies based
on diamond and related superhard materials. II also provides coal-
ing services and process/product development and engineering. Its
coatings for gear components have the following characteristics:
DLC coating thickness range 0.000001 "...0.00010"; microhardness
5-35 GPa (500-3.500 Vickers); friction coefficient ~0.1: deposition
process temperature <150°C; film surface roughness=conforrnal.
identical to substrate.

D.I.C.I.T. - Booth 334. This builder of custom-designed
gages will be demonstrating its products. D.I.G.1T. gages provide
repeatable exact gear measurements, including pitch diameter of
internal or external spline, helical or spur gears with either odd or
even numbers of teeth. The gages will operate in any environ-
ment. be it the shop nom or the testing lab.

Dura-Bar - Booth 543. Dura-Bar is an industry leader, sup-
plying continuous cast iron bars to industry. The company says irs
special process eliminates scrap resulting from shrinkage, porosity
and tool-wearing inclusions that frequently occur in static-cast
iron. Bars are available in gray and ductile iron. in round bars
from 5/S" to 20" in diameter and also in machined gea:r blanks.
Steff will be on hand to discuss your continuous cast iron. needs.

Emuge Corporation - Booth ,601. Emuge is a manufacturer
of quality workholding and electronic control systems for gear
manufacture. The precision clamping product line includes arbors.
chucks. diaphragm chucks. spindles. draw bars and machine oper-
ation measuring systems configured [0 accomplish a broad range
of turning, grinding. hobbing, milling, drilling, lapping, balancing,
inspection and assembly operations. Emuges mechanical,
hydraulic and mechanical/hydraulic systems achieve an excellent
runout accuracy-typically .OO008-.0002-and offer reliability.
functionality. clamping element interchangeability and ease of
maintenance. Staff will be present to discuss custom applications.

Euro-Tech Corp. - Booth 73]. EUIO-T,ecb will be exhibiting
the following new items ,al its booth: The Frenco "URM-K" pro-
filed shaft inspection machine designed for fast, accurate inspec-
tion of profiled shafts; the Frenco "dynamic gage," which offers
three-second Inspection of size and form/profile on internal or
external splines; the Frenco "VPE," a new DOP/DBI? bench gear
lester with a movable Z-axis to measure spur and helical gear size,
crown and taper; the complete line of Mytec hydraulic expansion
arbors, chucks and quick change tooting for gear manufacturing;
and the Kostyrka line of compensating face washers for hob hold-
ing applications.

Fassler Corp. - Booth 244. Fassler Corp. suggests that when
you want to reduce the cost of gear production by eliminating
shaving and grinding. the Fassler K-3oo 5-axis CNC gear honing
machine is the answer. It will be on display at the Fassler booth,
along withthe HS-I 00 hard broachi ng machine, which the compa-
ny recommends as an alternative method for processing splined
bore parts.

-- - ---- - ---- --

--- -- - --- - ------ --- - --

The Gleason Works - Booth 100. At Gear Expo 97, The
Gleason Works will display a complete line of bevel and cylindri-
cal gear cutting machines in its new 120' x 30' booth. Also shown
will be profile grinding and honing machines manufactured by
The Gleason Works, Gleason-Hurth and Pfauter. An extensive
line of workholding products and Pfauter-Maag CUlling tools for
the gear industry will be displayed. Show attendees will see the
latest in gear manufacturing machines, processes and equipment.

Global 'Gear - Booth 408. Global Gear is a rnanufucturer of
quality precision helical and spur gears. The company will have
examples of its product. Oil hand. as well as technicians to discuss
your product engineering. tool design and ED] needs. You are
invited to lap at the booth to ee how Global can help your com-
pany meet the demands of a rapidly changing gear market.

Great Gear Corp. of Taiwan - Booth 715. On display will
be a wide variety of gears, including spur. helical, internal. exter-
nal, worm, bevel, plastic and herringbone. Aerospace gear shafts
in titanium alloy or AISl 9310 up to AGMA class 14 wilt be
shown. Gearboxes and gearheads for ACrDC/~Lepper mOI.01·Swill
also be shown. Great Gear can also do crown and skive bobbing
for noise reduction and misalignment compensation and sintering.

Ikegai America Corp - Bootb 126. lkegai will be dj~playillg
its SX-l5 CNC gear hobber and the SAN-20 CNC hob sharpener.
The SX-15 uses a 2,000 rpm spindle along with a 220 rpm table
and comes with a bob quick-change system, which eliminates hob
centering at regrinding. The machine is also equipped with a
Fanuc 5-axis CNC. lis maximum workpiece diameter is 150 mm;
maximum gear module is M4 (6) and maximum hob diameter
times length is 120 x. .180 (120 x 250) mm. The SAN-20. 4-axis
CNC hob sharpener is fully automatic and can grind spiral as well
as straight gear hobs, The Y-axis cross-slide travel is NC-con-
trolled, allowing fast and simple changes between CBN and stan-
dard grinding wheels. Spindle speed is 3,O()() rpm. Maximum hob
diameter is 220 mm: maximum hob length is 270 mm and maxi-
mum hob pitch is DP 1.6fM 16.

ITW Hearrland - Bnuth 314. lTW Heartland has been
designing and manufacturing gear inspection systems for over 60
years. The company also manufactures high-speed, high-produc-
tion burnishing machines. On display at the Heartland booth will
be a dimension-over-pins unit, a computerized gear roller, gear
rolling inspection units and video demonstrations of high-speed
gear inspection and burnishing machines. Visi.tors are also
encouraged to visit the company's Web site!!t
www.guel.(.oll)/-in ....gearsitwheart.hnn.

Kapp GmbH - Booth 144, Kapp GmbH. along with affiliated
companies, Niles, Kapp Sales & Service and Kapp Tech. will dis-
play machine modules demonstrating, external and internal gear
and profile hard finishing. In addition, CBN grinding Wheels from
Kapp Tech, product photos and specifications from He and new
Kapp technologies will be introduced. Kapp Wid Niles machines
are capable of hard finishing gears and profiles using 'four tech-
nology concepts: form grinding with CB profile grinding
wheels; form grinding with dressable grinding wheels; form gen-
eration with dressable or non-dressable wheels; and carolling.
Coroning is a unique. efficient. hard gear finishing process using
non-dressable CBN coroning rings.

Koepfer America, L.L.C. - Uootb 256. The new Koepfer
Model 160 will be 011 display at the compallY's booth. The 160 is
an 8-ax.is CNC high speed hobbing machine designed for either
dry or wet bobbing. The cutter and work spindles have a maxi-
mum speed of 5,000 rpm and LOOO rpm. respectively. This
machine also incorporates a 45° slant bed to aid chip flow, as well
as a high speed load/unload system to quickly change (2-3 sec-
onds) parts. Also on display will be a CNC hob sharpener and
various cutting tools ..
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gear finishing process
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• 5 and 6 GNC controlled axes
• Synchronous drives on the K·400
• eNC control of lead crowning and taper
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LamberlIW a.hHlPark.er - Hooth 132. Lambert and Wahli

CNC hobbers will be OIl display. These machines are suitable for
pitches of 12 DF and finer, There win also be information about a
Wahli machine for very fine pitch work and a Lambert worm and
thread miller. With hob speeds up to 4000 rpm, these CNC
machines are excellent for use wiLh carbide and HSS bobs. A
selection of high quality carbide and HSS bobs and shaper cullers
will also be on display, together with spline gages and master
gears fromthe Parker lndu tries group.

Lemur Enterprises - Hooth 129. Staff will be on hand to
demonstrate the GeCCoc v. 1.1 (Gear Cutter Configurer) oft-
ware that calculates machine settings for spiral and straight bevel
gears cut 011 Gleason machines in-house on the customer's own
computer, Information will also be available on the new visual
drive train design program which enables the user to build any
drivetrain and then automatically perform the mathematical
analysis to check the workability of the design.

Liebherr·America- Bootb648, Liebherr will be demonstrat-
ing three new machines at Gear Expo, The LC 83 is Liebherr's
higb speed, high precision dry gear hobbing machine, which has a
3,000 rpm hob head and a 450 rpm table drive, which permits
cutting speeds up to 2,000 feet/min. The Hofler ZP 260 is a new,
compact CNC gear inspection center for the shop floor. It is suit-
able for measuring work pieces up to 40" in diameter and 4"
between centers. It has full three-axis measuring to 4 millionths'
resolution, a collision-protected 3-D multi-axis probe and a wide
range of software. Oerlikon will also demonstrate a new bevel
gear machine.

LMT-FeUe - Beoth .530. On display at this booth will be
solid carbide hobs for dry machining, heavy duty roughing and
finishjngbobs, indexable carbide insert hobs, skive hobs for hard-
ened gears, Gash-Master hobs with most gashes available and
gear gashing cutters. Technical staff will also be on hand to dis-
'cuss visitors' ipecific applications.

M & M Precision Systems - Booth 230. M ,& M provides a
complete line of computerized analytical and functional gaging
systems, including gear inspection systems with capacities up to
95" in diameter. M & M's exclusive GearNet'" server automati-
cally shares data for SPC, remote analysis and archiving. The
company's gear inspection systems feature certification to .001
mm, traceable to. NIST and .00002 mm probe resolution. New
models are 20% faster for greater part throughput.

Ma'h.r Corporation -Booth ,655. Visitors will want to see
Mahr's DFI 890 series, double-flank gear roll testers, which pro-
vide accept/reject test results to ISO, AGMA and DIN standards
and which have Windows® 95-compatible WinGearl» test and
evaluation software. Mahr, an ISO 900I-certified supplier, pro-
vides a comprehensive gear product line including hand-held gear
measuring tools; PC-controlled double-flank roll testers, PRI-
MAR universal CNC analytical gear and form testers and surface
finish test equipment for gear tooth profiles,

Manufactured Gear & Gage - Booth 721. MG&G will
introduce a computer-driven version of its hob & cutter measur-
ing instrumem. This version, which 'the company describes as
versatile, accurate and economical, has options for 6" ITW ami
10" Barber Colman index plates.

Mitsubishi MacbiilD.c Tool. - Bootb 354. Mitsubishi will
exhibit the newest addition to its family of gear machines-the
ST25CNC. This new gear shaper combines a high speed, high
precision spindle with a patented synchronized control that
eliminatesthe need for helical guides ..Helical gears can be han-
dled by simply setting the helix angle on the CNC control. The
company says this machine is ideal for short run prototype work
because angle adjustments are easily made, and the gears are
shaped quickly.
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Nlo,rmac'srevolutionary spur 'gear
and spline grindlingl package retrofits, 10
your' current surface gri.nder lu'rning it
iinto a p,rofit ma'king ,cent.er at a fraction of'
the cost of a g,eargrlinding machine.

Custom gear profllle
gen.eratingl software'

The !package Enc'lude-:
The Formaster CNG Grinding Wheel Profiler, with diamond disc rotary
attachment and constant preload, for dressing wheels up to 2" (50 mm) wide.
A Lehmann precision indexing head. Siemens 810M control with brushless servo
motor system (not shown). External spur and spline software that automatically
genera~es part programs. on a personal computer with MS-DOS.
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S. L. MUDSon & Company - Booth 645. The S. L. Munson
booth will be featuring Dr. Kaiser precision diamond products for
gear dressing. Dr. Kaiser produces direct plated and sintered con-
struction in a full range of modules and pressure angles.
Applications available for most dressing systems including
Reishauer, Fassler. Gleason. Hoglund. Normae. on, Liebherr,
Csepel ,& Niles.

National Broacb & .Machine Co. - Booth 600. Three newly
developed broach machines, all of which can be operated at floor
level for optimum efficiency .•will be on display at this booth.
Visitors will also be able to see the new Red Ring Shavema ter
gear shavmg machine with 8-axis CNC control, the Red
RinglKas.hifuji KA·400 CNC bobbing machine, and the Red Ring
gear inspection analyzer for parallel-axis and spiral bevel gear
checking. AJso on display will be the latest in gear finishing tool
for Spiralglide broaching. new material and coatings for bobs,
shave cutters, roll form racks and hones.

Normac Incorporated - Booth 6-30. Normae will be showing
a variety of its gear grinder and related supplies. The company's
CNC threaded wheel trueing system includes the Wheel Profiling
Center, software for calculating the required form and a peeial
dresser unit to replace the existing dresser on the grinding
machine. Sale engineers will be on hand to discuss customers'
grinding applications.

Nye Lubricants, Inc. - Booth 330. The new line of synthetic
gear oils by Nye Lubricants is backed by 150 years of specialty
lubricant experience. This new line is for applications where
extended lubricant life and wide temperature serviceabililY is
required. These oils have a very high load carrying capability and
are compatible with most seals, plastics and painted surfaces.
Engineers will be available to answer questions about the
SG0340 series of oils and other gear lubricant products.
Information will also be available on the Nye "Lube Seminar"
and on ways to improve gear performance and reduce friction and
wear through better lubrication.

Perry Technology Corperation -Booth U 7. Perry
Technology invites show visitors to talk to their "Gear & Spline
Experts" and to see a demon tration of a helical shaping opera-
tion. The Perry booth will also display a wide selection of geared
and plined components and photos of the company's state-of-
the-art manufacturing facility and equipment. Three generations'
worth of gear experts will be on hand to answer questions.

Pfaute.r.Maag Cutting Tools, L.P', - 100. This leading inter-
national supplier of carbide and high speed steel gear hobs,
shaper cullers, shaving cutters, form cutters, CBN grind:ing
wheels, thin film coatings and heat treating services will be show-
ing a variety of products at its booth. On display will be cutters,
shapers and hobs for nearly every application. including carbide
Wafer® hobs, Wafer® hobs, conventional hobs, Optigash® hobs,
form relief milling cutters, shaper cutters, throwaway Wafer®
shaper cutters and CBN wheels.

Presrlte Corporation - Booth 66(1. Presrite is a leading
provider of high-tech. high-strength forgings. The company will
be displaying its line offorged near-net and net-shape gears. Staff
will be on hand to discuss customers' special applications.

Prome Engineering - Booth 525. Profile Engineering, Inc ..
will demonstrate the PC-4 Composite Gear Analyzer® with the
latest available data acquisition and computer analyzing software
for double-flank composite gear measuring instruments. The PC-
4 CGAi!J is designed with an anti-friction, flexible, mounted trun-
nion that allows for checking pressures down to zero, which is
important on fine pitch, plastic or powdered metal gears. Staff
will be on hand at the booth to answer visitors' questions about

CIRCLIE 125 gear measuring.
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Reisbaueli' - Booth 156.• Rei hauer will be demonstrating its
RZS CNC Gear Grinding Machine. The company describe it as
designed to grind small 10 medium ized parts. It is best suited for
IISC where a wide variety of hardened ~parallel axi gears exist and
flexibility and prodllctiviry is of panicular importance. The com-
pany says the machine offers bigJ!1 precision and process stability,
high efti.ciency and uperior productivity, ease of operation and
durability and high reliability.

Roto. T,edmoJogy. Inc. - Boolh- 00. Roto- T,ecMolog), will
be exhibiting the "Oenlury," the newest version of the RC-400-
Rotc-Check, which is Window 95-compatible. The company
will also 'be emphasizing fine pitch gear testing by showing the
RC-400·6" CNC automatic gear lester. which canmspect tiny
pan , including injection molded and powdered metal pans with
diarnetral pitches up to 100. This is accomplished by having the
fifth axis rotate the probe. The modular designed system uses a
Pentiumll1 computer and has a 3-year warranty.

Salkunl Manuracturing 'Co., Ltd. - Booth 250. Saikuni will
be displaying two machines: the NCG-I25 spiral cutter sharpen-
ing machine wilh fully automatic cycles and an automatic cutler
po. ilion device, power damping and the ability to harpea
Comflex, helical pinion and Revacycle cutterscand the NR-8LL
rack milling machine willi 3 axes and computer controls for heavy
stock removal and large feed .

Schunk Inc. - Hood! 631. Schunk [nco will be displaying its
line of ultra high preci ion hydraulic expansion tooling with
T.tR. 'better than .00012". This loo'ling is available in both chuck
and arbor tyle_ with a IaJ'ge inventory of tandard izes, Also on
display will be a new machinable plastic expansion arbor with
300% higher expansion rate 'than leel. You are invited to stOPD),
the booth to tall '[0 Schunk technicians and to pick up the compa-
ny's latest catalog,

tar Cutter Co. - Booth 200. Star CUller will feature broach
harpening •. howing its CNC breach sharpening machine, ModeJ

UT·G-1200. lnaddition, booth visitors will see hobs, sbaper cut-
lers, milling cutters, thin coating (TiN, erN, Ti[C,N) and
[TiAl]N), olid carbide tooling, pre mre coolant drills and ream-
ers, !?CD and .PCBN tooling and grinding wheels and diamond
gear dressers.

SU America - Booth .Zl4. Samputensili will introduce a new
CNC gear grinding machine, which lhe company says is accurate,
flexibleand affordable. :It is a. fonn grinder which can use ceramic
ami/or conventional grinding wheels. It. can grind internal gears
as well a . external and splines and has the latest generation
numerical controls. S 's 'entire line of gear cutting tools, includ-
ing carbide hobs, will also be on display. During the show. a
seminar on gear grinding will al 0 be held off . ite at no charge.
To apply, contact SU's office at 810'-548-7177.

Toolink .Engjnell'in,g - Bootb 113. Toolink Engineeri"S is
the North American di tributor of Konigdom hydraulic arbors,
chucks and other specialized workholding devices manufac-
tured by K6nig MTM of Werlheim. Germany. See product
examples and talk with Tooliak engineers about your turning.
miUing. grinding. balancing, drilling. measuring or in pection
application .

Walker Forge, Ene. - .Booth 537. Staff will be on hand at. the
Walker beoth to di cu all yoW' advanced forging needs. Walker
has capabilitie in near net. gear manufacturing. advanced die
de ign. engineering and heat treating. Walker has been manufac-
turing carbo and ally steel forgings since 1950. 0

Tell ...... YOIITII"* ...
If you found this article of interest and/or useful, please circle 2119.

52 yean, ,of excellence
ltighl~critical aerospace
component'., Imanulac·
turinglA'GMA 14 'qu IIt.y
gear. and IPinions.

machining. CAD/CAM eenter. rom-
putllrlnd IntlnlJ, metlllur;ical
tn.L,I)'III. 'Purdy i, campi nl .wllh I

MII.-Q-9858A .II!dIIBoetng D1'901l1).

The Purdy 'C-orporatiOl1 • ,586 IHimam Street
Manchester" CT '06040

Tel: ,1860) 649'-'00001 Fax: 1860) 645-6293,
www.urdlifsnmlsslons.com

New for our 10th
,anniversary yea.rl

"".intrQ~lUci!laan im'iproved
Ga,ge-O-IMa.ticTI 'I gear instrumient

...highly accurate, easy-to-use" the new GOM eliml-
nates the mechanical handle, significantly limproving
aecuracy, repeatability and reliability. It includes up-
dated computer interface and rock-solid base. .Also
Ilook for our Hob Checker to measure rake of flute.
radial or hOOk, and paeatlellsm (using new index plates
or your ,existing 6" ITW or 10'" l8arber Colman.) And
our workhorse-dependable Gear Rolier in standard
and heavy duty models. $' '

NOW 0"9rln9 complete shar.ptmlng , ,ell_ .,.
lind coating servIces (or frobs to 6·~. ' _a_

Contact us'oday forspeCmc.atlons, prlclngl
_____ h.ttp:llwww.geartechnology.com _

!For specifications call (630), 3n-2496 or Fax (630) 3n·2546
MANUFACTURED GEAIR & 'GA.'GE,IINC.

P. O. BOX 7155, ELGIN, IL ,60121

SEE US .AT AGMA GEAR EXPO BOOTH *721 CIRCLE. 164
SEPT M'SEFlIOCTOBEI'I 1U7 .37

http://www.urdlifsnmlsslons.com
http://h.ttp:llwww.geartechnology.com

